WHAT
YOU
SHOULD
KNOW
ABOUT
ME!!!
Who Am I?

Name: ____________________________________________

Age________  Hometown(where I grew up) __________________________________________

This is what I want others to know about my family.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

This is what I want other people to know about my education.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

3 things that interest me.

1. ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________

These are my STRONG points.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

These are things I want or need to work on.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

What are things that make me happy?

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
What are things that make me upset?

These are things that help me calm down when I am upset

What type of music do I enjoy?

What are my favorite foods?

What are my hobbies? (what do I do for fun)

The people who are supports for me now are.....

The people I look up to most are.....
Looking at my Future....

What do I need for a positive future?


The type of community that would be best for me is.....


The type of place I want to live next is...


3 goals for my future are...

1. 

2. 

3. 

The type(s) of job(s) I'm interested in would be....


The type of education I want for my future is.....


Looking at my concerns.....

My biggest mistakes have been.....


How I feel about my mistakes.....


Something I want someone to forgive me for is....


My biggest concerns or questions are....


When someone works with me its helpful if....


When someone works with me it is not helpful when....


Sometimes people misjudge me and what I want people to know about me is...
Showing my talents.....

I am talented.... My talents are........


USE THE SPACE BELOW TO CREATE SOMETHING THAT TELLS ABOUT YOU (POEM, PICTURE, SONG, STORY, ETC....)